1 Puddle Lane

Measurement Form

PATTERN STUDIO

Before you start measuring - PLEASE READ
•
•
•
•

Tie a piece of thin elastic around your waist and where it sits comfortably that will be your natural waistline.  
The waistline is usually the thinest part of your body.
Don’t make measurements too tight....just firm enough so the tape measure can slide easily.
You’ll need someone to help you out with some of the measurments.
Please wear the bra you’ll be wearing with your dress when you take your measurements.  Different bras do
make a big difference with your measurements.

Name: _________________________________

A - BUST - measure around the fullest part of your

Size you normally wear:

___________________
B - UPPER BUST - measure around above your bust

___________________

Neckline shape:  Front ________ Back _______
Neckline depth:  Front ________ Back _______

bust.

going close under your armpits.
                      ___________________
C - WAIST - measure around the waist where the
elastic is tied.

___________________
D - HIP - measure around the fullest part of your

hip.
                       ___________________
E to F - ACROSS CHEST- put a t-shirt on with a set-in
sleeve and measure from one armhole seam to
the other at the chest level.
G
E

H
I

K

F

___________________
G to H - SHOULDER POINT TO SHOULDER POINT - measure

A

from the tip of one shoulder to the tip of the
other shoulder.  The tape measure will go across
the bottom of your neck.

C

___________________
I - SHOULDER TO NIPPLE - measure from the shoulder

B J

seam down to the nipple.

L
D

___________________
J -FRONT LENGTH - measure from your shoulder

seam down to the elastic at the waist, going
over the bust.
                      ___________________
K- TOP ARM - measure the fullest part of your upper
arm.

___________________
L - SKIRT LENGTH - measure from the elastic at your
waist down to the desired length of the skirt.
                      ___________________
ACROSS BACK - with your t-shirt on measure from
one armhole seam to the other across your
upper back.

___________________

BACK LENGTH - measure from the nape of your

back neck (where your necklace sits) down to
the elastic at the waist.
                      ___________________
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